ABC-T: Modified Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm with Parameter Tuning for Continuous Function Optimization
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ABSTRACT
This paper carries a comparative study on a population-based swarm intelligence (SI) algorithm and improved modified version of that algorithm. For optimization problems, the nature-inspired algorithm works better than other algorithms. There are different types of swarm intelligence algorithms available for this purpose. Among these swarm intelligence algorithms, ABC algorithm is one algorithm where 3 types of bees are seen, employed bees, onlooker bees, scout bees. Employed bees and scout bee are responsible for exploration whereas onlooker bees are responsible for exploitation. A modified version of ABC (Artificial Bee Colony) has been implemented and then compared with the standard ABC algorithm. The comparisons are conducted on an experimental set of eleven benchmark functions. The modified version of ABC that is proposed is named ABC with tuning (ABC-T). In our analysis, the rate of exploitation and exploration was changed by maintaining one static and five dynamic ratios of employed and onlooker bees to find out which combination performs well and which combination does not perform notably. The results produced by ABC-T with different ratio of exploration and exploitation is also compared to each other to find out which combination performs better for which type of function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Real-world optimization problems are often very challenging to solve sometimes. To solve such problems, optimization mechanisms can be used, though there is no guarantee that the optimal solution can be achieved [1]. However, nature-inspired algorithms can obtain an optimal solution. The two most influential and triumphant classes or directions in bio-inspired optimization algorithms involves Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) and Swarm Intelligence algorithms (SIAs) which are inspired by the natural evolution and collective behavior in animals respectively [2], [5].

One of the techniques to perform optimization is population-based method. Swarm intelligence algorithms are one of the kinds of the population-based method along with the evolutionary algorithm. Swarm intelligence (SI) is the collective behavior of self-organized systems, decentralized, natural or artificial. In SI the candidate solution is swarm member which can be achieved by self-organization, positive/negative feedback, fluctuation etc. [11]. SI is the discipline that deals with natural and artificial systems composed of many individuals that coordinate using decentralized control and self-organization. In particular, the discipline focuses on the collective behaviors that result from the local interactions of the individuals with each other and with their environment. Few mentionable examples of swarm intelligence algorithms are ant colony optimization [3], particle swarm optimization [2], [5], cuckoo search [6], Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [11], [12], bat algorithm [7], Firefly algorithm [9] etc.

Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is a meta-heuristic algorithm which simulates the foraging behavior of honey bees. It can be used to solve various optimization problems. ABC maintains a distributed population and to handle Exploration vs. Exploitation. The swarm bees are classified into three groups: employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. Half of the population consists of employed bees are responsible for exploration which brings randomness into the population and the other half is onlooker bee dedicated to exploitation. Employed bees search for food sources (i.e. candidate solutions) by exploring the search space and share the information with onlooker bees through ‘Waggle Dance’. The job of onlooker bee is to choose the best food source with the maximum fitness value. Scout bees search for new food sources when the previous food source is no longer beneficial. So, in the scout bee phase, exhausted food sources are being abandoned [8], [10].

Here the aim was to introduce an improved and modified version of ABC named ABC-T by changing or tuning some controlling parameters in order to get a more feasible solution. Exploration and exploitation rate is changed by maintaining some ratios to see which ratio produces the best result for which types of optimizing problems. Our numerical results show that the proposed ABC-T algorithm produces better or equal best and average solutions in all cases.

2. THE ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY (ABC) ALGORITHM
ABC algorithm is based on the intelligent food foraging behavior of honey bees. This model was developed from the foraging behavior of a honeybee colony [10], which identifies three essential components (food sources, employed bees and unemployed bees) and two modes of behavior (recruitment to a food source and abandonment of a source).

2.1 Employed Bee Stage
This stage imitates the foraging by the employed bees in the neighborhood of their current food source positions. The position of each food source gets updated in this step. Suppose, an employed bee is currently positioned at a food source position $x_i$. The employed bee searches in the vicinity of $x_i$ by producing a new trial food position $v_j$ around $x_i$ using equation (1).

$$v_{ij} = x_{ij} + \eta_{ij}(x_{kj} - x_{ij})$$

where $j \in \{1,2,\ldots,D\}$ and $k \in \{1,2,\ldots,SN\}$ are randomly picked indices.
$D$ = the number of search dimensions
$SN$ = the number of employed bees (or, food positions)

$\varphi_{ij}$ = a uniform random value from [-1, 1]

So, the new test solution $v_i$ is found from $x_i$ by perturbing one of its randomly picked parameters (i.e., $x_{ij}$) and using the information of another randomly picked candidate solution $x_i$. If $v_i$ has higher ‘fitness’ value than the original solution $x_i$, then $x_i$ is rejected and substituted by $v_i$. For the problem of function optimization, $F$ is the function that needs to be minimized. The fitness value can be calculated using the equation (2). [1]

$$fitness(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{1 + F(x)} & \text{if } F(x) \geq 0 \\
1 + |F(x)| & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{2}$$

### 2.2 Onlooker Bee Stage

In the onlooker bee stage, employed bee is selected randomly to follow by each onlooker bee. Suppose, $p_i$ is the probability that an onlooker bee could select the employed bee with food source position $x_i$, which is computed by ABC using equation (3).

$$p_i = \frac{fitness(x_i)}{\sum_{x}fitness(x_i)} \tag{3}$$

So, the probability $p_i$ to be proportional to $fitness(x_i)$, ensuring that the probability of picking a food source is kept proportional to its quality. Similar to the employed bees, each onlooker bee also employs (1) to produce a trial food source $v_i$ in the vicinity of its current food position $x_i$. If $v_i$ has better fitness value than the old food position $x_i$ then $x_i$ is replaced by $v_i$. Otherwise, $x_i$ is retained and $v_i$ is discarded. [1]

### 2.3 Scout Bee Stage

If a particular food source position $x_i$ has not been enriched over an unusually long period of time (i.e., last limit cycles), then it is presumed to be stuck at a locally optimal point. If this happens, the ABC algorithm abandons $x_i$ and the bee employed to $x_i$ now becomes a scout bee that is placed at random across the search space using equation (4). [1]

$$x_{ij} = min_j + rand(0,1) \cdot (max_j - min_j) \tag{4}$$

### 3. PROPOSED ABC WITH PARAMETER TUNING (ABC-T)

To avoid the pitfalls of the standard ABC algorithm, an improved version of the ABC algorithm is proposed by controlling some of the parameters in a way that it is able to produce better results than the standard one. Our ABC with tuning (ABC-T) algorithm has been tuned in such a way that it changes the exploration & exploitation ratio over the generations. Also, the ABC-T algorithm allows scout bees only to a certain period of the algorithm. This upgraded ABC-T algorithm has been implemented and tested on standard benchmark problems and the performance was compared to the performance of the standard ABC algorithm. Our numerical results show that the proposed ABC-T algorithm produces better or equal best and average solutions for all cases. To maintain a balanced exploration to exploitation ratio over the course of generations is the prime objective of our proposed algorithm. In essence, all these diverse mimicking tries to accomplish two things: to exploit good found solutions (exploitation), but also go to unknown places (exploration) in order to avoid being trapped in local minima. The successfullness of any such nature-inspired algorithm is determined by a proper balance between exploitation and exploration. This balance is maintained by adjusting certain parameters and also by applying some rules in certain situations. The original algorithm maintains a 50%-50% ratio of onlooker bees & employed bees. The algorithm was tuned by changing the proportion of employed & onlooker bees over the period of running time. The number of onlooker bees increases & the number of employed bees decreases over the execution time of the algorithm. In the following table, we have our different parameters for exploration and exploitation ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of parameter change</th>
<th>Onlooker-Employed bees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Linearly increasing onlooker bees &amp; decreasing employed bees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>20% - 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40% - 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% - 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60% - 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80% - 20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the method doesn’t really need exploration at last little iteration so the scout bees were totally ignored as it introduces the exploration which was not wanted at the later part of the execution. So basically the scout bees phase work only for certain first generations. The percentage ratio was found for which algorithm derives better result. The proposed ABC-T pseudo-code is given below:

1. Initialize a pool of $SN$ food source positions (candidate solutions), for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, S$. Each $x_i$ is a vector of $D$ parameters: $x_i = [x_i1, x_i2, \ldots, x_iD]^T$
2. Evaluate the fitness of each food source position by the equation (2).

**Repeat**

3. For each employed bee, produce a new food source position $v_i$ by using equation (1).
4. Evaluate each new solution $v_i$ by using equation (2). If $v_i$ has higher fitness than the fitness of the previous $x_i$, then accept $v_i$ to replace $x_i$. Otherwise, discard. Set employed bee = employed bee - 10% * employed bee.
5. Then, calculate the probability value $p_i$ linked with each food position $x_i$ using the equation (2).
6. In terms of the onlooker bee, assign it to a food source position, proportionally based on the probability $p_i$.
7. In terms of the onlooker bee, produce a new food source position $v_i$ by using equation (1).
8. Evaluate each new solution $v_i$ using equation (2). If $v_i$ has higher fitness value than $x_i$, then accept $v_i$ to replace. Otherwise, discard. Set onlooker bee = onlooker bee + 10% * onlooker bee.
9. Check if $C \leq 0.2 \cdot MCN$. If yes then check if a food source has not improved during the last limit cycles, then abandon it and replace it with a new randomly placed scout bee with its food source $x_i$ produced by using equation (4).
10. Memorize the best food source position found.
11. Set cycle counter $C = C + 1$.
12. Continue until $C = \text{Maximum number of cycles}$ (MNC)

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

4.1 Benchmark Functions

For this experimental purpose eleven benchmark functions have been used which are shown in Table 2. Among these eleven functions first three functions are unimodal functions and others are multi-modal functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>$f_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_1$</td>
<td>High Condition Elliptic Function</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{D} (10^5)^{D-1} x_i^2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_2$</td>
<td>Cigar</td>
<td>$x_i^2 + 10^2 \sum_{i=2}^{D} x_i^2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_3$</td>
<td>Discus</td>
<td>$10^5 x_i^2 + \sum_{i=2}^{D} x_i^2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_4$</td>
<td>Rosenbrock's</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{n} [100 (x_{i+1} - x_i^2)^2 + (x_i - 1)^2]$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unimodal functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_5$</td>
<td>Ackley's</td>
<td>$-20 \exp \left(-0.2 \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2} \right) - \exp \left(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \cos 2\pi x_i \right) + 20 + e$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_6$</td>
<td>Weierstrass</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{D} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left[ a^k \cdot 2^{b} \cdot (x_i + 0.5) \right] - D \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left[ a^k \cdot 2^{b} \cdot 0.5 \right] \right)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Multi-modal functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_7$</td>
<td>Griewank</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{x_i^2}{4000} - \frac{1}{\sqrt{i}} \cos \left( \frac{x_i}{\sqrt{i}} \right) + 1 \right)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_8$</td>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
<td>$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( x_i^2 - 10 \cos (2\pi x_i) + 10 \right)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_9$</td>
<td>Katsuura</td>
<td>$\frac{10}{D^2} \prod_{i=1}^{D} (1 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ 2^i x_i - \text{round}(2^i x_i) \right]^{20} - 10) / D^2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{10}$</td>
<td>HappyCat</td>
<td>$\left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 - D \right)^{\frac{1}{4}} + (0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i) / D + 0.5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{11}$</td>
<td>HGBat</td>
<td>$\left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 - (\sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2) \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} + (0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i) / D + 0.5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Results of ABC

Parameters adopted for the ABC algorithm are given below:

Limit: Number of onlooker bees *Dim.

Number of onlookers: 50% of the swarm

Number of employed bees: 50% of the swarm

Number of scouts: 1

These are the control parameters of ABC algorithm [11].

From the results, after performing ABC on the benchmark functions, it is evident that ABC has produced the best result for function 2 (cigar) and worst result for function 6 (Weierstrass). It is also found that, ABC performs better in unimodal functions that multi-modal functions. The results found by the ABC algorithm have been recorded in the table 3. The Function minimum, mean and absolute error values for all the functions are represented in Fig 1, Fig 2 and Fig 3 respectively.
### 4.3 Results obtained from proposed ABC-T

In all the experiments, the same self-adaptive method, the same population size, the same tournament size for selection, the same initialization and the same initial population is used for ABC-T. For all functions, 20 times testing and 2000 iterations were used in each run. First, the ABC-T algorithm was run dynamically where the number of onlooker bees’ decrease & the number of employed bees increase. Also for further examining, the ratio of employed bees & onlooker bees were static to record the minimum function value for each function. In the static portion, 5 different ratios were considered and one dynamic ratio mentioned in table 1, between employed and onlooker bee to examine which one performs better for which types of function.
From the results it is evident that when onlooker-employed bees’ percentages are 20%-80% or 80%-20% comparatively better results were shown than others. Although 80%-20% of onlooker-employed bees’ ratio produced the best results among all of these methods of ABC-T. However, when controlling onlooker and employed bees dynamically the results are not quite as good.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS COMPARISON

From the table above it is clear that ABC-T has outperformed ABC algorithm in 10 functions among the eleven benchmark functions. This proves that our proposed modified ABC-T algorithm is an improved version of ABC algorithm for most cases.
6. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a modified artificial bee colony algorithm with a concept mixing up the rate of exploration and exploitation. The parameters were tuned by changing the percentage of onlooker bee and employed bee. As employed bee introduces randomness or exploration the rate of employed bees were maintained higher at the beginning and kept reducing it as time goes. The proposed algorithm was tested on eleven benchmark functions. This parameter adjustment actually turned out to be a good solution as this ABC-T algorithm outperformed standard ABC algorithm according to the experimental results. This work can be proven to be useful in terms of parameter tuning and in studies related to intensification and diversification for different swarm intelligence algorithms.
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